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SYLLABUS
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INTRODUCTION

 C supports a rich set of operators such as +, -,

*,<,>,<=,etc...

 An operator is a some special characters (symbol)

that tells the computer to perform certain

mathematical or logical manipulations.
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 Categories of Operators:

 Arithmetic Operators

 Logical Operators

 Relational Operators

 Bitwise Operators

 Conditional Operators

 Assignment Operators

 Increment & Decrement Operators

 Special Operators
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ARITHMETIC OPERATORS

Operator Meaning

+ Addition

- Subtraction

* Multiplication

/ Devision

% modulo
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Ex: a+b, a-b, a*b, a%b, a/b

where a & b variables & known as Operand (variable).



 Example:

int a,b,sum,sub,div,mul,mod;

a = 15;

b = 3;

sum = a+b; // sum = 18

sub = a-b; // sub = 12

mul = a*b; // mul = 45

div = a / b; // div = 5

mod = a%b; // mod = 0
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RELATIONAL OPERATOR

 Compare two quantities & depending on their 

relation.
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Operator Meaning

< Is less than

<= Is less than or equal to

> Is greater than

>= Is greater than or equal to

== Is equal to

!= Is not equal to



 Relational operators are used in decision statements.

 Such as while & if to decide the course of action of a 

running program.

 Example:

int a = 15;

int b = 12;
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Expression Result

a>b True

a<b False

a>=b True

a<=b False

a==b False

a!=b True



LOGICAL OPERATOR

 C has three logical operators.

 The Logical operator && and || are used when

we want to test more than one condition and

make decisions.
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Operator Meaning

&& Logical AND

|| Logical OR

! Logical NOT



 Example of Logical AND:

int a=5;

int b = 6;

int c = 10;

if(c>a && c>b)

{

printf(“c is maximum”);

}

Output:

c is maximum
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 Example of Logical OR:

char ch;

printf(“Enter the character =“);

scanf(“%c”,&ch);

if(ch==‘y’ || ch==‘Y’)

{

printf(“You have entered the character y or Y”);

}

Output:

Enter the character = y

You have entered the character y or Y
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ASSIGNMENT OPERATORS

 Used to assign the result of an expression to a 

variable.

 C has a set of ”shorthand” assignment operators.

 Syntax:  v op=exp;

where,  v is variable

exp is an expression

op is an arithmetic operator

 Example: x+=3;

is equivalent to x=x+3;
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 Advantage:

What appears on the left hand side need not be
repeated.

The statement is more concise & easier to read.

The statement on more efficient.
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Simple Assignment Shorthand assignment

a=a+1 a+=1

a=a-1 a-=1

a=a*(n+1) a*=n+1

a=a/(n+1) a/=n+1

a=a%b a%=b



INCREMENT & DECREMENT OPERATORS

 Increment Operator ++

 Decrement operator --

 The increment operator ++ adds 1 to the operand,

while decrement operator -- subtracts 1.

 We use the increment and decrement statements

in for and while loops.

 A prefix operator first adds 1 to the operand and

then the result is assigned to the variable on the

left.

 A postfix operator first assigns the value to the

variable on the left and then increment the

operand.
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POSTFIX INCREMENT OPERATOR

 Example: 

int a,b;

a=10;

b = a++;

printf(“a = %d”,a);

printf(“b = %d”,b);

Output:

a=11

b=10
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PREFIX INCREMENT OPERATOR

 Example: 

int a,b;

a=10;

b = ++a;

printf(“a = %d”,a);

printf(“b = %d”,b);

Output:

a=11

b=11
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POSTFIX DECREMENT OPERATOR

 Example: 

int a,b;

a=10;

b = a--;

printf(“a = %d”,a);

printf(“b = %d”,b);

Output:

a=9

b=10
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PREFIX DECREMENT OPERATOR

 Example: 

int a,b;

a=10;

b = --a;

printf(“a = %d”,a);

printf(“b = %d”,b);

Output:

a=9

b=9
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CONDITIONAL OPERATORS (TURNERY

OPERATOR)

 Syntax: exp1 ? exp2:exp3

where, exp1,exp2 & exp3 are expressions.

 exp1 is evaluated first.

 If it is true then the expression exp2 is evaluated
& becomes the value of an expression.

 If exp1 is false, then exp3 is evaluated and its
value becomes the value of the expressions.

 Example:

a=25;

b=32;

ans=(a>b)?a:b;

In above example the answer is 35.
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BITWISE OPERATOR

 Manipulation of data at bit level.

 Used for testing the bits, or shifting them right or 

left.

 Not to be applied to float or double.
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Operator Meaning

& Bitwise AND

| Bitwise OR

^ Bitwise Exclusive OR

<< Shift left

>> Shift right



BITWISE AND (&)

 The bitwise AND operator is represented by a single

ampersand (&) and is surrounded on both sides by

integer expressions.

 The result of ANDing operation is 1 if both the bits

have a value of 1; otherwise it is 0.
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 Example: Let us consider two variables x and y

whose values are 13 and 25.

 The binary representation of these two variables

are

x = 0000 0000 0000 1101

y = 0000 0000 0001 1001

 If we execute statement z = x & y;

then the result would be:

z = 0000 0000 0000 1001

 The resulting bit pattern represents the decimal

number 9. 22



BITWISE OR(|)

 The bitwise OR operator is represented by

vertical bar(|) and is surrounded on both sides by

integer expressions.

 The result of OR operation is 1 if at least one of

the bits has a value of 1;otherwise it is 0.
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 Example: Let us consider two variables x and y
whose values are 13 and 25.

 The binary representation of these two variables
are

x = 0000 0000 0000 1101

y = 0000 0000 0001 1001

 If we execute statement z = x | y;

then the result would be:

z = 0000 0000 0001 1101

 The resulting bit pattern represents the decimal
number 29.
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BITWISE EXCLUSIVE OR (^) 

 The bitwise exclusive OR is represented by the

symbol ^.

 The result of exclusive OR is 1 if only one of the

bits is 1; otherwise it is 0.
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 Example: Let us consider two variables x and y
whose values are 13 and 25.

 The binary representation of these two variables
are

x = 0000 0000 0000 1101

y = 0000 0000 0001 1001

 If we execute statement z = x ^ y;

then the result would be:

z = 0000 0000 0001 0100

 The resulting bit pattern represents the decimal
number 20.
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BITWISE SHIFT OPERATORS

 The shift operators are used to move bit patterns 

either left or to the right.

 The shift operators are represented by the 

symbols << and >> and are used in the following 

form:

Left shift:    op << n

Right shift:  op >> n

where op is the integer expression that is to be 

shifted and n is the number of bit positions to be 

shifted.
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BITWISE LEFT SHIFT OPERATOR

 The left shift operation causes all the bits in the 

operand op to be shifted to the left by n positions.

 The leftmost n bits in the original bit pattern will 

be lost and the rightmost n bit positions that are 

vacated will be filled with 0s.
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 Example:

Suppose x is an unsigned integer whose bit 

pattern is

0000 0000 0010 1100

then,

y = x << 3 = 0000 0001 0110 0000 

 Left shift operator is often used for multiplication 

by powers of two.

 In above example, The decimal value of y will be 

the value of x multiplied by 8. 
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BITWISE RIGHT SHIFT OPERATOR

 The right shift operation causes all the bits in the 

operand op to be shifted to the right by n 

positions.

 The rightmost n bits in the original bit pattern 

will be lost and the leftmost n bit positions that 

are vacated will be filled with 0s.
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 Example: Suppose x is an unsigned integer whose 
bit pattern is 

0000 0000 0010 1100

then,

y = x >> 3 = 0000 0000 0000 0101 

 Right shift operator is often used for division by 
powers of two.

 In above example, The decimal value of y will be 
the value of x divided by 8.
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SPECIAL OPERATOR

 C supports some special operators such as comma 

operator, sizeof operator, pointer operator(& and 

*) and member selection operator(. and ->).
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THE COMMA OPERATOR

 The comma operator is used to link the related 

expressions together.

 The comma-linked list of expressions are 

evaluated left to right and the value of right most 

expression is the value of the combined 

expressions.

 Example: 

value = (a=13, b=12, a+b);

swap the value : t=x, x=y, y=t; 33



THE SIZEOF OPERATOR

 The sizeof is a compile time operator.

 When used with an operand, it returns the 
number of bytes the operand occupies.

 The operand may be a variable, a constant, or a 
data type qualifier.

 Example: m=sizeof(sum);

 Use: 

1) to determine the lengths of  arrays and 
structures when their size are unknown to the 
programmer. 

2) to allocate memory space dynamically to the 
variable. 34



 Example:

int a=10;

int c;

c = sizeof(a);

printf(“Size of a = %d”,c);

c = sizeof(float);

printf(“Size of float = %d”,c);

Output:

Size of a = 2

Size of float = 4
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EVALUATION OF EXPRESSIONS

 An arithmetic expressions without parenthesis 

will be evaluated from left to right using the 

rules of precedence of operator.

 There are two priority level of arithmetic 

operators:

1) High priority: *  /  % 

2) Low priority: +  -
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 The basic evaluation procedure include ‘two’ left-

to-right passes through the expressions.

 In the first pass, the high priority operators are

applied as they are encountered.

 In second pass, the low priority operators are

applied as they encountered.
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 Example: a = 5+15/3+4*6-9

 First Pass:

Step 1: a = 5+5+4*6-9

Step 2: a = 5+5+24-9

 Second Pass: 

Step 1: a = 10+24-9

Step 2: a = 34-9

Step 3: a = 25 
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 Whenever parenthesis are used, the expressions

within parentheses assume highest priority.

 If two or more sets of parentheses appear one

after another, then the expression contained in

the left-most set is evaluated first and the right-

most in the last.
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 Example: a = 15+(12*2)-(23+2)/5

 First Pass:

Step 1: a = 15+24-(23+2)/5

Step 2: a = 15+24-25/5

 Second Pass:

Step 1: a = 15+24-5

 Third Pass:

Step 1: a = 39-5

Step 2: a = 34
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TYPE CONVERSION

 In C we have two types of type conversion.

(1) Implicit Type Conversion

(2) Explicit Type conversion
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IMPLICIT TYPE CONVERSION

 C automatically converts any intermediate

values to the proper type so that the expression

can be evaluated without loosing any

significance. This automatic conversion is known

as implicit type conversion.

 If the operands are of different types, then the

“lower” type is automatically converted to the

“higher” type before the operation proceeds.
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EXPLICIT TYPE CONVERSION

 Example:

1) x = (int)7.5;

then, 7.5 is converted to integer by truncation.

2) z = (int)a+b;

then, a is converted to integer and after it added to b.
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FORMATTED & UNFORMATTED INPUT/ 

OUTPUT IN C

 Reading data from input device and displaying the
result on the screen are the two main tasks of any
programming.

 In ‘C’ language the input output operations are
carried out by using standard functions.

 The programs for these functions are kept in the file .

 This file must be included in the program to use
these functions using the pre processor directive as:

#include

 The i/o functions are classified into 2 types :

1. formatted functions

2. Unformatted functions. 44
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FORMATTED FUNCTIONS

 The formatted I/O functions read & write all types of

data values.

 They require conversion symbol to identify the data

type.

 scanf(_):–

 This is formatted i/p function which can read data

from the standard i/p device into the variable in

different formats by the user.

 The function is used to read data more than one

variable at a time.

 Syntax:– scanf(“control string”, &arg);

 Example:–scanf(“%d”,&no);
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 Printf():–

 Pritnf function is used to print the data (or) more

than one data item in different formats on the

standard o/p device.

 Syntax:–printf(“control string”, arg1,

arg2,….,argn);

 Control string consists of 3 types of items:

1. Characters that will be printed on the screen as they

appear .

2. Format specifications that define the o/p format for

display of each item.

3. Escape sequence characters such as \n, \t & \b. 47



 Output of integer numbers:

 The format specification for printf on integer number is:

%wd

 Where w specifies the minimum field width for the 

o/p d specifies that the value to be printed is an integer.

 The number is written right–justified in the given field 

with:

 Ex:– printf(“%6d”,9876);

 It is possible to force the printing to be left–justified by 

placing a minus sign directly after the %character.

 Ex:– printf(“%–6d”,9876);
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9 8 7 6

9 8 7 6



 It is also possible to pad with zero’s the leading

blanks by placing a 0 before the field width specifier.

 Ex:– printf(“%06d”,9876);

 The minus (–) & zero are known as flags.

 Ex:– printf(“%d”,9876);
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0 0 9 8 7 6

9 8 7 6



 Out put of real numbers:–

 The output of a real no may be displayed in

decimal notation using the following format

specification

%w.pf

 The integer w indication the minimum

number of positions that are to be used for the

display of the value and the integer p indicates

the number of digits to be displayed after the

decimal point (precision) f format specifies.

 We can also display a real no in exponential

notation by using the specification.

%w.pe
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 Example:–

y=98.76546

printf(“%7.4f”, y);

printf(“%7.2f”,y);

printf(“%-7.2f”, y);
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9 8 . 7 6 5 5

9 8 . 7 7

9 8 . 7 7



UNFORMATTED FUNCTIONS

 Unformatted Input Functions

 getchar()

 getch()

 gets()

 Unformatted Output Functions

 putchar()

 puts()
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UNFORMATTED INPUT FUNCTIONS

 getchar( )

 This function reads a character-type data from 

standard input.  

 It reads one character at a time till the user 

presses the enter key. 

 Syntax: 

variable-name = getchar();

 Example: 

char c; 

c = getchar();
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 getch( ) & getche( )

 These functions read any alphanumeric
character from the standard input device

 The character entered is not displayed by the
getch() function until enter is pressed

 The getche() accepts and displays the
character.

 The getch() accepts but does not display the
character.

 Syntax & Example:

getche( );

getch( ); 54



 gets( )

 This function is used for accepting any string until 
enter key is pressed.

 Syntax:

gets(str); 

 Example:

char ch[30];

printf(“Enter the string:”); 

gets(ch); 

printf(“Entered string: %s”, ch);

 Output

Enter the string: Use of data!

Entered string: Use of data!
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UNFORMATTED OUTPUT FUNCTIONS

 putchar( )

 This function prints one character on the screen at a
time which is read by standard input.

 Syntax

putchar( variable name);

 Example:

char ch;

printf(“enter a character: ”);

scanf(“%c”, ch);

putchar(ch);

 Output:

enter a character: r
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 puts( )

 This function prints the string or character array.

 It is opposite to gets()

 Syntax

puts(str);

 Example:

char ch[30];

printf(“Enter the string:”);

gets(ch);

puts(“Entered string:”);

puts(ch);

 Output:

Enter the string: puts is in use

Entered string: puts is in use 57



End
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